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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement about the use of SDM templates in a Cisco
switch is true?
A. SDM templates are used to configure ACLs that protect
networks and specific hosts from unnecessary or unwanted
traffic.
B. SDM templates are used to configure a set of ACLs that
allows the users to manage the flow of traffic handled by the
route processor.
C. SDM templates are used to configure system resources in the
switch to optimize support for specific features, depending on

how the switch is used in the network.
D. SDM templates are configured by accessing the switch using
the web interface.
E. SDM templates are used to create Layer 3 interfaces (switch
virtual interfaces) to permit hosts in one VLAN to communicate
with hosts in another VLAN.
Answer: C
Explanation:
You can use SDM templates to configure system resources in the
switch to optimize support for specific features, depending on
how the switch is used in the network. You can select a
template to provide maximum system usage for some functions;
for example, use the default template to balance resources, and
use access template to obtain maximum ACL usage. To allocate
hardware resources for different usages, the switch SDM
templates prioritize system resources to optimize support for
certain features.
Reference:http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/switches/lan/catalyst
3750x_3560x/software/re
lease/12.2_55_se/configuration/guide/swsdm.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
When establishing a Cisco AnyConnect SSL VPN tunnel, a system
administrator wants to restrict remote home office users to
either print to their local printer or send the remaining
traffic down the Cisco AnyConnect SSL VPN tunnel (with
restricted Internet access).
Choose both a tunnel policy option and an ACL type to
accomplish this design goal. (Choose two.)
A. web ACL
B. tunnel network list below
C. tunnel all networks
D. exclude network list from the tunnel
E. extended ACL
F. standard ACL
Answer: D,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
A large bicycle company has outsourced manufacturing and needs
to respond immediately to any logistics problems in the supply
chain. The best technological solution to meet this need is:
A. enterprise resources planning.
B. supply chain event management.
C. supplier relationship management.
D. a transportation management system.
Answer: B
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